ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

AVENAL TRANSITION (AVE.FERN7): From over AVE VOR/DME on AVE R-129 and FIM R-310 to FIM VORTAC. Thence. . . .

DERBB TRANSITION (DERBB.FERN7): From over DERBB INT on AVE R-129 and FIM R-310 to FIM VORTAC. Thence. . . .

FELLOWS TRANSITION (FLW.FERN7): From over FLW VOR/DME on FLW R-116 and FIM R-297 to FIM VORTAC. Thence. . . .

OHIGH TRANSITION (OHIGH.FERN7): From over OHIGH INT on FIM R-267 to FIM VORTAC. Thence. . . .

. . . .From over FIM VORTAC:

LANDING VAN NUYS RWY 16: Via FIM R-053 to UMBER INT, then via I-VNY localizer. Expect ILS RWY 16R.

LANDING VAN NUYS RWY 34: Via FIM R-136 to TOAKS INT, then via I-BUR localizer. Expect LDA-C; circle to land Rwy 34L.

LANDING BOB HOPE: Via FIM R-136 to TOAKS INT, then via I-BUR localizer. Expect ILS RWY 8.

LANDING SANTA MONICA MUNI: Via FIM R-097 and VNY R-277 to VNY then via VNY R-095 to DARTS INT. Expect VOR-A approach.